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BITRQDUCTION
This is a study of the current problems of economic growth
in Kenya, a country of 225,000 square miles1 and which lies across the
equator on the sea-board of Africa* Its 8,000,000 population2 is
composed mainly of Africans bmt they are divided into different tribes.
Classified as immigrants are the Europeans, Asians and Arabs;
At the present time, Kenya is a self-governing country with a
prime minister as the head of the state. The country's economy is
mainly dependent on agricultural production*
The Problem of the Study8—The major problem of this study is to
direct inquiry into some of the current problems of economic growth in
Kenya and to determine and appraise through analysis of the available
data requisites to any successful planning for future growth".
The specific problem, however, is to come to a decision con
cerning the economic sector which should receive emphasis in the Kenya's
development programs in such a manner as to determine a basis for
expansion of the economy as a whole.
y Government £aformation Department, Kenya s A Rew Era,
(Nairobi, 1963), p. 10.
p". £.
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Signifieanee s—This study is significant as a source of information
on the current conditions of the economy of Kenya to investors who may
be interested in investing in public enterprises and private businesses.
The study, further, disseminates, through discussions and recommenda
tions, knowledge and facts of the economic position of Kenya to the
countries which may be interested in aiding Kenya,
Also, this study is significant to students of economics and
business administration who may be interested in studying the current
economic growth in Kenya, The recommendations drawn from this study,
especially with regard to proposed requisites t© successful planning,
may b© a challenge as well as a point of interest to individuals wish
ing to pursue research in this line of thought*
Scope and Limitations:-~It is reckoned here that the study of
economic growth embraces diverse elements. It is mot the purpose of
this study to discuss all of these elements. The discussion is, however,
limited to relevant elements of selected economic sectors as will be
revealed throughout this study#
Also the study is limited to the period after World War IT,
The period after World War II is the period when Industries came to be
established in the country and new overseas markets for her agricultural
products were founded'*
Definitions %—The term economic growth is defined as process whereby
an economy's real income increases over a long period of time, and for
the purpose of this study it is used interchangeably with the term
economic development*
An underdeveloped economy strictly means an economy of a poor
-3-
country in the sense that there are natural resources that are not
developed and the income per capita is comparatively lower than that
found la the Western European countries*,
Method and Procedures—Chapter I of this study is a background
presentation of Kenya. Here, the geography, political-history and
economic structure of Kenya are briefly but fuUy discussed.
The chapters that follow concentrate largely upon the task of
inquiring into the current problems of economic growth in Kenya*
Historical approach and analysis of the available statistical data are
methods widely used in this task of inquiry*
The writer collected materials available on Kenya's economic
conditions from varied sources s
1* Trevor Arnett Library? Atlanta University
2* Ministry of Commerce and Industry and Government
Information Service; Kenya Government
3* Association of Chambers of Commerce and
Industries of East Africa, Nairobi, Kenya
lu Kenya Office, London, United Kingdom
In addition to the above named sources, the class discussions
have helped the writer t© broaden his views and ideas pertinent t© the
objective @f the study*
CHAPTER I
THE COUNTRY AND ECONOMY
The geography?—The prominent physical feature in Kenya is the rift
valley which runs the entire length of the country and contains numerous
small lakes. A number of extinct volcanoes rise over the country side,
some of which contain mineral deposits of soda ash, some gold and copper.1
A narrow fertile belt, tropical ia vegetation, boarders the
coast of Kenya along the Indian Ocean, More than half the country is a
dry low land and covers nearly th© whole of the northern section of the
country.
As the land rises inlands the vegetation and the prospects for
cultivation improve* In the middle altitude the rising grasslands
provide home for domestic livestock* The plateau lying over k,$®0 feet,
which covers the southwestern section of Kenya,2 ±& one of th© best
lands for settlement and agriculture ia Africa* This section of Kenya
is also known as th© Kenya Highlands from the standpoint of European
colonisation. »In this equatorial region the altitude zone, 6,00-
p* 32.
2Dudley Stamp and Stanley Beaver, A Regional Geography? Part II,
Africa (London, 1953), p. 163.
7,000 feet, is the most satisfactory to th© health as well as t© the
agricultural enterprise of white immigrants."1
Kenya experiences differences in ©limatie conditions caused
by variations in altitude* Thus at the coast the annual average
temperature is about 80°F« or less.2 Seasonal changes in temperature
are slight.
The altitude als© effects rainfall. This varies from a larger
amount on the highlands, at the coast and around the shores of Lake
Victoria to very little amount in the arid areas of the Northern
Frontiers.
The seasons in Kenya are marked by the periods of rainfall.
Thus, over the large part ©f the country the rain falls in two seasons.
The wet season occurs between April and July, known as the season of
the long rains and the second season is th© short-rains* oeeuring
between October and December.3
The droughts and floods of I960 and 1961 have indicated the
effect ©f variations in amount and lack of reliability of rainfall ©n the
economy of Keny&.k This factor is felt more by agriculture. The area
^Walter Fitssgerald, Africa, (London, 19310, p» 2$$,
2Her Majesty's Stationery Office, Colonial Office Report on the
Colony and Protectorate of Kenya: 1?5?» (London, i960), p. ?fL """~~
3lbid«, p. 99•
^International Bank for Reconstruction and Development, The
Economic Development of Kenya, (The John's Hopkins University Pres®7~
Baltimore, 1963), p. $
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capable of intensive cropping or grazing without irrigation is confined
to the narrow coastal strip and to the higher plateau* The possibility
of increasing the cultivated area by irrigation is limited by lack of
water. "There are only two major rivers, the Athi/Galana and Tana
which cross the dry plateau from the central highlands to reach the
Kenya's population of eight and a half million is composed of
people of widely differing origin* In addition t© the 8,000,000 or more
Africans, there are several Immigrant minorities, classified into Asians
(182,000), Europeans (63,000), Arabs (U0,000) and others (6,000).2
Almost all the Arabs live at the coast and the Asians in the towns. The
Europeans are engaged in commerce or administration in the towns, and in
farming in the highlands.
Kenya is a land of contrast between vast, sparsely populated
areas and those which are densely settled. The Northern Province
occupies over one-half of the country, but accounts for only about
3 percent of the total population* In some small areas, very high
densities are recorded such as in the Kikuyu highlands and the Nyanza
district densities exceed U00 per square mile.3 »The African population
is itself divided into four distinct ethnic groups, these being in order
of size (a) Bantu, (b) Nilo-Hamitie, (e) Nilotic and (d) Hamitic."^
Majesty's Stationery Qffieej op. cit.» p. QQ.
2Kenya Government Information Department? op. cit., p. 5.
3Her Majesty's Stationery Office? op. cit., p. 100.
^Kenya Government Information Department1 op. cit., p. 5.
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The Bantu are the most numerous, comprising about two-thirds of the
people of Kenya. They include the Kikuyu, Kamba and the coastal tribes.
The traditional economy of these tribes is based on a system of
shifting crop cultivation* The second group is represented by the
Nilotic - Luos who are more homogenous in their kinship affiliations.
The Nilo-Hamitic are traditionally pastoral and the best example of
this group is the Masai. The remaining group consists of the nomadic
Hamitic tribes of Kenya's northern frontier. Host of these tribes
speak Swahili language in common.
Political historys—Although the coast of Kenya was visited by
foreign traders as far back as before the birth of Christ,-1- their
impact was not much felt throughout Kenya as when the British colonized
her in the twentieth century* Most important, the British interests
in Kenya were stimulated by the construction of the railway from
Mombasa to lake Victoria which was authorized to the Imperial East
African Company by Her majesty's Government in 1895.2 When the
railway reached the highlands, they were found to be fertile and
suitable for settlement* Then the British Government encouraged
Europeans who settled there to grow coffee, tea, sisal and pyrethrum.
"Soon a large incursion of settlers took place in 1°C5 when farmers
arrived both from England and South Africa.»3 White Highlands later on
^•2. A. Marsh and G. Kingsnorth. History of East Africa. (London,
19*7), p. 1.
2Her Majesty's Stationery Office; op* cit.a p. 1GJ?.
3Ibid.a p. 10U.
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earae to be the principal eause of the Man Mau insurrection-—"1 in the
1950*8* The large number of whites and Indians who had followed the
railway, built an effective commercial economy* And Kenya's fast
growing population included a large number of Arabs, living on the
coast, along which runs a strip about 10 miles wide which technically
remains a protectorate until Kenya becomes independ and which has
been held on lease for 200,000, payable annually to the Sultan of
Zanzibar since 1886,2
In 1952 African discontent erupted in the Mau Mau terrorist
movement, which was not mastered until 19$$$ with a cost of thousands
of lives. "Jorno Kenyatta, and six of his leading supporters, convicted
and imprisoned in Kenya on charges of managing Mau Mau,M3 later on
became Kenya's nationalists1 heroes* Xilhile Mau Mau confined many whites
in their resistance, others advocated the creation of a community of
interest to cut across existing racial barriers*b But by the time the
Africans got their first real legislative representation in the 1957
elections, they were inclined towards nationalist rather than multi
racial politics* In that year "the first African members elected
■%. H* RawcHffe, The struggle for Kenya, (London, 195U), p. 15*
2Z, A. Marsh and G* W* Kingsnorthj op* cit,, p. 115.
3Mantagu Slater, The Trial of Jommo Kenyatta, (London, 1957),
New Kenya Party, Plan for Success, (Nairobi, I960), p* 9*
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directly to the Legislative Council refused to accept the ministerial
responsibility until the racial limitations on the exercise of political
responsibility were removed.wl However, by 1961, African nationalists
had organized themselves into two strong political parties, the Kenya
African National Union (KAMI) led by Jommo Kenyatta and Kenya African
Democratic Union (KADU) led by Ronald Ngala.2 The elections which
followed, returned large numbers of African representatives to the
legislature whilst the continuous successive constitutional conferences
ended in granting Kenya independence by 1963 under the rulership of
predominantly African KANU party*
However, the British military depots at Kahawa near Nairobi,
the Somali claim of Kenya's northern frontier, the party and tribal
differences and failure to unify the existing seven regions for economic
development are a few of some of the politico-economic problems facing
an independent Kenya* On the other hand, the future political
significance of the present geographic unit cfKenya may be changed by
the federation of independent Bast African States which it is hoped
would resolve the internal conflicts. Thus after the elections which
brought internal self•-government to Uganda, the heads of the three
East African States, Kenya, Uganda and Tanganyika met in Nairobi and
declared their intention to achieve this goal before the end of 1963.3
This goal has not yet been achieved*
■'■International Bade for Reconstruction and Development} op. cit»j
p* 10.
2The African Publications Trust, Africa Digest, (London, 1963),
p. 10, col. 1.
3The African American Institute, Inc., Africa Report, (Washington,
B.C., August, I963), p. 3* col, 1*
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Whatever the outcome of the federation will be, the final
success of economic as well as political integration will depend more
on the adequacy of that machinery. Yet, for the purpose of understand
ing adequately the problems of economic gnmth of Kenya, its geographical
background and its political history as has been discussed are invaluable
for practical reference*
The structure of Kenyafs Economy;—The per capita gross domestic
product of Kenya was estimated at about£30 in 1961*1
The structure of Kenya's economy is perhaps illustrated
better by the composition of production. About 85 per cent of the
African population and about 35 per cent of the Europeans are engaged on
the land, so that the economy is highly dependent on agriculture* The
eontribution from this sector has amounted to £85-90 million2 per annum
or about UO per cent of Gross Domestic Product (GDP)
Economic activity in Kenya is quite widely diversified for a
country with a per capita of only £30* Wholesale and retail and
manufacturing, each contribute roughly 10 per cent of Kenya's total
product* The development of manufacturing industry has been based
largely on the processing of agricultural raw materials* Industrial
concerns are predominantly small scale, nearly 60 per eent3 of them
employing less than 20 people*





Attention will now be directed to the problems of economic
growth in Kenya under difficult conditions of underdevelopment.
Problems of Economic Growths—There are a number of economic sectors
usually associated with underdeveloped countries and which are often
regarded as relevant to a study of economic growth, Paul Samuelsoa
classifies these into four categories, namely; population, natural
resources, capital formation and technology*1 Since it is unlikely that
all the underdeveloped countries would develop at the same rate, each
would emphasize different economic sectors for its developmental purposes.
For instance, whilst countries like India and China experience the
problem of population pressure,^ the other countries in relatively
similar conditions might encounter problems in different sectors* With
regard to Kenya, therefore, four of these sectors are discussed:
agriculture, mining and manufacturing, external trade and finance and
labour force*
Apparently, the biggest problem in Kenya is that of raising
the productivity of agriculture. And the view^ taken by the writer in
the succeeding chapter is that an increased output in this primary sector
could be the basis for expansion of the economy as a whole* let, to
attain this prospect of increased output, the following obstacles have to
be overcomes low ratio of land to th© worker, inefficient land use
patterns, low quality of the worker, small amount of capital in use,
Samuelson, Economics« (New York, l°6l), p. 796.
2Ansley J* Coale and Edgar M* Hoover, Population Growth and
Economic Development in Low Income Countries, (Princeton University Press,
19bl) p. 29," ~~ "
., p. Ik*
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ineffieient techniques of production, inadequate knowledge of better
methods of production and inefficient methods of organising agricultural
production.!
A major condition for economic growth is also associated with
investment in, and development of, basic industries* With regard to
Kenya, however, her prospects for a rapid growth of the industrial
sector is likely to be restricted proportionally to th@ expansion of
market, income level and availability of basic minerals* Also, beside
the fact that "poor countries account for a very high proportion of the
world's production of tin, aluminum, copper, nitrate, manganese,
diamonds, chronimm, tungsten and petroleum,"2 Kenya has presently only
sparse mineral resources which do not provide an adequate source of
materials for developing industry, basic industries in particular.
Perhaps this lack of prospect for industrialization at present may not
jeopardize future anticipations*
On the other hand, the prospects of achieving a satisfactory
rate of income growth is likely to come from the export trade* While
this may be true, there are also limitations to it* The major limitation
connected with a heavy reliance on exports, especially the export of only
one or two commodities, is that the country is particularly susceptible
to the transmission of the trade cycle from overseas* A depression
abroad therefore, reduces the demand for a poor country's exports and,




declines.l And, since none of the Kenya's export commodities command
an assured market, their prospects are likely to be determined by the
forces operating in the world market*
Another problem faced by Kenya is that related to the supply
of capital* In Kenya, both the private and public sectors have,
apparently, been financed through local financial institutions and
external assistance. In the past, however, na large proportion of
investment in large-scale industries in Kenya has been financed by an
inflow of funds from abroad."2 let the possibilities of this sort of
financing to continue will depend very much upon the effort of the
independent Kenya government to instill confidence in the outside
investors*
Lastly, the problem of ataman resources is considered here;
for a poor quality of people as productive agents in any economy is
likely to bean obstacle to the growth of that economy* Thus "the low
labour efficiency generally stems from malnutrition, low standard etf
health, illiteracy, lack of training, obstacles to occupational
mobility and lew value placed on work*«3 In Kenya, however, the major
problem in this category is especially the lack of skilled labour*
Consequently, much demand has to be placed on educational expansion to
meet the shortage* In the meantime, the country will depend upon non-
Africans as a source of supply for human skills*
XIbid., p. 312.
2Th@ International Bank for Reconstruction and Development;
op* eit.a p. 38*
^Gerald Meier and Robert Baldwin; op* cit«J) p* 29k •
CHAPTER II
AGRICULTURE
The role of agriculture in Kenya's economy:--It has been indicated
before that Kenya is primarily an agricultural country and therefore,
its rate of growth will depend very much on the improvement of that
sector of the economy, P©r instance, since 1956 Kenya«s agriculture has
contributed more than 161.3 million to the territorial income of tl$9
million in that year, and at the same time provided exports valued at
l2$*k million or almost 90 percent of total exports.1 And considering
the entire primary industry, including agricultural, mining and manu
facturing products has accounted for approximately kt per cent of Kenya»s
total product in recent years, whereas the primary exports have constitu
ted between 85 per cent and 90 per cent of the total export earnings.2
fefeil recently, the subsistence production by the indigenous
tribal communities has existed side by side with the cash production
introduced by the immigrant races. Today the economy is described as
possessing a dual character in which the two patterns of production co
exist* These two distinct patterns of production have also been described
as the African and European areas or non-scheduled and scheduled areas
respectively. For the most part, the farms in scheduled areas are owned
British Information Services, Kenya Progress and Problems,
(Great Britain, 1958), p. 6« B—~ '
2The International Bank for Reconstruction and Development:
op. cit.a p. 63.
by Europeans and cover a total area of 11,700 square miles (compared
with 52,000 square miles reserved for Africans), and there are over
3,000 farms of which 1,000 are smaller than £00 acres each, 1,300 are
between 500 and 2,000 acres each, and 700 are larger than 2,000 acres.1
Th© significance ef the scheduled areas is brought to light
when it is compared t© the nonschedule areas in terms of their respective
income productivity. In 1961 for instance, the estimated gross income
from the scheduled area has been S3£.9 million. The corresponding
figure for the non-scheduled area has been ilO.U million.2
Although the bulk of Kenya's population are African peasants
who grow crops for subsistence needs, a growing number of these people
have expanded their production of goods for the market rapidly^ As a
matter of fact, within the past decade the most spectacular development
in Kenya agriculture has been the great increase in the amount of cash
crops grown by Africans in the more fertile areas of the country.3 A
great deal of this improvement is, unreservedly, attributed to the
Swynnerton Plan** (to be discussed later in the chapter) which has
revolutionized African fanning methods since 195U.
•^British Information Servicesj op. eit.a p. 6.
2The International Bank for Reconstruction and Development.
op* oit«, p. 63. '
•'Kenya Government Information Servicej op. cit., p. 16.
mnistry of Commerce and Industry} Commerce and Industry in
Kenya, 1961, (Nairobi, 196*2), p. 92. *—~* ~—~£—
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Most ©f the country's agricultural exports eome from the well-
watered highlands. Chief among them are coffee, sisal, tea, pyrethrura,
wattle bark, meat and dairy produce. Hides and skins from the drier
pastoral areas are also intportant for earning foreign exchange* But as
indicated in table I, during 1960-61 over 60 per cent ©f total export
value was derived from coffee, tea and sisal only, with coffee being ever
30 per cent of the total*
TABIE I


























































































In 1962 the list of important exports was expanded to include
pyrethrum timers which together with eoff©e, sisal and tea comprised tire-
thirds ©£ Kenya's farm exports. Arabiea coffee was the most valuable
report worth £28,7 million. About £l2«8 million worth of sisal was ex
ported to make it the second big money earner* Tea was third in value.1
The pyrethrum industry, since the first plants were introduced in 1928,
has done wall in the history of Kenya agriculture* Within seventeen years
of the first planting, Kenya displaced Japan as the world's greatest
producer, and production ia 1962 reached a level of 7,000 tons.^
Earnings from meat and meat preparations hav© increased in
recent years while livestock and dairying produced over 26 per cent of the
total value of agriculttural production in I960. In th© export trade of
that year, livestock contributed about Uu3 per cent of the total receipt
from products of agricultural origin as shown in table II.
TABLE II
AGRICULTURE AHD LIVESTOCK

































Sources East African Statistical Department.3
Assaeiatien of Chambers of Commeree and Industries. East Africa
Exports, (Nairobi, January, 1962), p. 3. ~"~~"—
p. 91*
3Econeraics and Statistics Division of the Treasury. Statistical
Abstract - 196la (Nairobi. August, 1961), p. 66. —~ —
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The foregoing inquiry which has been made into the nature and
growth of the agricultural products of Kenya in the current period does
indicate a future prospective growing trend* And, perhaps, this trend
may not necessarily continue to grow indefinitely without taking into
consideration the unforeseeable obstacles that nay disrupt it in the near
future as wen as in the long run* The next task, therefor©, semis to be,
first, that of recognising these obstacles irhieh are likely to impede this
prospective growing trend* Secondly, it would be necessary t© inquire
into the alternative solutions that might be the answer to these future
problems and uncertainties, specifically with regard to situations as
there are in Kenya"*
Importance of Import-saving productions—Whenever a decision of a
priority is given to agricultural development, a factor that might be
necessary t@ consider is the availability of financial resources* The
availability of funds is likely to depend on the trend of production ©f
expert-earnings and import-saving agricultural sector.
Evidently, the scope for increased export-earnings is iisoited
in Kenya because of the existing conditions of underdevelopeinent* Since
this is the case, it nay well be necessary that a major ©aphasia b@
placed on import-savings, Itfhat this exactly means is that the fanners
shotald be encouraged to produce local products if the production costs
would be lower than th© cost of importing similar products*
la Kenya, there exist some import-saving possibilities, for
instance, some food imports such as sugar, earned milk and cream and
rie@l have currently been imported increasingly* Further, thos®
^Ministry of Corameree and Industryi op* cit*» p* #0, Table II.
products TfolGhg at present are being prodded iin Kenya should cmtlau® to
be produced in the country'aad their import b© minimized* It should be
. hoped, however, that import-saving production ;ia the agrieultiaral sector
of Kenya could only be a source of investment funds if more efforts are
put on develeping the tarns along the lines set out under the Swyonertm
The nonseheduled areast--The most thorny problem in Kenya*!! agricultural
develepmeat has been the pressure for new settlement opportunities in
densely' populated areas and whieh are already farmed intensively. These
areas, as shown ©n the map below,. include the native land units in the
Western, Eastern, Central and Nyama regions and the alienated land in
the Rift valley, Eastern, Central and Coast regions. Evidently, the
phenomenon of disguised unemployment is likely to rise in these regions
especially the areas included under the native land units; For instance,
"If there ar© three persons trying t© till an
amount of land that could be tilled as well by
only two persons, then only two of these are
really fully employed, and the other one repre
sents disguised smemployment*112
Disguised miemployment in the Kenya native land units is baaieaUy
associated with faaily emplagrment where the unit of production aad the
supply of l&b«sr is the family wfa© work oa their &m account; Further this
Mud of. condition exists beesaias© the resources - of the'fodSy ar® too smaU
t© keep all working members fully employed throughout the year and because
*, p» 22. ;
2Gerald M9 Meier aad Robert S. Baldwini ®pa dt«#'p, 282,
LANDICLASSIFICATION, I960
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th@re ar© littl© or a© alternative opportunities to absorb the excess
labour supply*
Sine© 19$k$ Kenya's colonial government attempted t© solve some
of the agricultural problems through developing irrigation settlement
opportunities and implementing th© Stjynn@rt@n Plan in the non-scheduled
areas, The Jesuits of these two programs have been remarkable. They, at
an extent, have satisfied soia® of the considered prerequisites for
©eoionie growth for a poor country'*
In Kenya, irrigation schemes have -been developed for two
reasons, namely, t© find employment for Mau Mau detainees and to provide
resettlement areas,1 Som© of these schemes established in the non-
scheduled areas ar® mm&9 Perkerra, Galole, Shimba HiUs and larabwe.2
Sine® irrigation is limited by th® amount of water that could be mad©
available, these seh®a©a are, th@refore, centered not in th© northern
arid r@gi@na m might b® expected, but in the few scattered wat@r-shed
basins such as th© Mile basin, Tana catchments, Ewas© %ir®, Athi and
Lumi basin - the areas which are already part of the fertile section® .of
th® country* Perhaps ia the future, the governmeat may Uk© to consider
ths possibility of extending irrigation schemes in th© northern arid
regions of the country. In the north-westem part of the region, for
raample, there exists a' traditi®aal system of irrigatien that maintains
an origin shrouded in mystery and which is aa ©sample of individual
initiative*
^British Information Servicej op, cit,, p, 7,
§ ltaj©sty's Stationery Offices ©PjCit*, p, hS'm
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"For several milts th© 7,000 foot high escarp
ment wall forming the western edge of this part
of th© Rift valley is honey-combed with channels
to tap the waters of «•• the rivers as they
plunge down from the mist-covered hilltops to
joint th® Kerio @a its l©ng ... journey to Lake
Rudolf, Present day engineers are fascinated by
the ingenuity shown by the builders of these
furrows wh© succeeded in carrying th© water over
near-impossible obstacles, using materials which
n© modern engineer would ©v©r consider for such
a job. let no-@n® knows, for certain, who
engineered this remarkable system which has
stood not only the test of time, but also the
more arduous test of Kenya!s extremes of drought
and flood*"1
Apart fr©an offering employment and resettlement opportunities*
irrigation schemes in Kenya hav® shown that the African families with
experience of dry-land fanning ©an adapt themselves to efficient
intensive production under irrigation*2 These prospective results, there
fore, argue w@U for Kenya's economic growth*
The present eemprehensive plans for agricwltOTal development in
th® non-scheduled areas are based @n the Swynn@rton Plan whieh was intro
duced in 1£>U.3 Th® purpose of th© Plan was to develop a modem system
of farming by Africans'* The Plan covered all aspects of production from
land ownership to marketing of cash crops and livestock* land consolida
tion and enclosure, and the granting of little t© individual farmers,
provided the basis for th© development of production for the market under
Kenya Government Information Service, Kenya Today, (Nairobi,
Deeemfetr, 1962), p. 21. ' ™ ^' *
^Writer visited Galol© and Shimba irrigation schemes, 1959*
^British Information Service, op» cit*, p, 6.
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appropriate system of cultivation.
Under the Plan, special attention has been given to providing
African farmers with holdings of economic size and providing them with
the necessary technical advice in farm layout and management* The
determination of a minimum sised economic holding is based on acreage as
related to soil, rainfall and topography and what is necessary to
provide for cash income annually for the farm family above what is
necessary to meet subsistence requirements*
The introduction of cash crops is stressed, net only t© provide
the cash for the family needs in and above subsistence, but, particularly,
to meet repayments of the loans required for farm development. The
necessary mechanical measures for soil conservation are introduced at the
outset* And a 1$ year period1 is set that the farmers should have
completed planting crops such as coffee, pyrethnaa, tea and sugar eane on
their acreages* The introduction of improved livestock is part of the
scheme". These provide better family nutrition, regular cash income and
play an essential role in balanced nixed farming'*
From many aspects the Flan has been successful* What has been
achieved in the consolidated, enclosed, and planned districts stands as a
model of future development in Kenya*
At the present time, the Swynnerton Plan still forms in general
the basis of current policy for the development of African agriculture in
lenya* While in the past it has served the needs excellently, nevertheless,
many circumstances have changed since it was drawn up and some changes in
~Ebid.» p, 6.
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are new necessary. For instance, the eoffee target of 71,500 acres
by 1968 compared with 58,000 acres planted in 1962 needs review in the
light of marketing problems and also greater emphasis in the development
of African agriculture can new be placed upon crops such as sisal and
oil crops.1 Therefore, it is very well conceived here, that whenever
possible, the basic principles underlying the Swynnerton Plan should be
revised constantly to accommodate new changes in a growing economy*
lae Scheduled Areas i—Having seen the impact of the Swynnerten Elan on
the agricultural practices ia the nennicheduled areas, a comparative
inquiry is called upon here into the impact of European immigrant farmers
and introduction of modern technology @n the fertile lands classified as
scheduled areas. Undoubtedly, the great part of-Bie scheduled areas has
been intensively developed on the initiative of Kenya European farmers
who first came to the country at the beginning of tfchis century. These
farmers have, to a large extent, contributed to the general development
of agricultural knowledge and the adoption of agricultural techniques
suited to conditions found in these areas.
Further, the coming ©f the European farmers to Kenya and as it
has already been indicated, brought with it skill and technological
methods of farming that have recently been taken up by some small percent
age of African farmers. Some of those methods and skills include crop
rotation, farm enclosure, land titles, lease research, controlling land
©rosion, manuring and concentration in producing one or more cash crops.
International Bank for Reconstruction and Development,
op", eit,» p. 72,
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Horaever, the impact of European farmers in Kenya has resulted in the
increasing of Gross National Revenue; and the extent and nature of this
increase is shown in Table III.
TABLE JJI






































Sources East African Statistical Department.1
Some of the problems the European farmers fa@© in the scheduled
areas today may b© mentioned briefly. First, the tendency by the fanners
to concentrate too much upon one crop such as eoffee in the past has
undoubtedly caused much soil deterioration and erosion. This situation is
evidenced by the fact that the later coffee planted acreages by the
African yielded more than those owned by the European fanners in the
scheduled areas*2 Therefore, it may be assumed that future agricultural
lEconomics and Statistics Division, op, eit,a p. 68,
2Her Majesty's Stationery Offieej op, cit., p. 37,
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planning should stress diversification of crops as this shall initiate
not on3y crop rotation per ae9 but also guarantee restoration of balanced
mineral nutrients 5a the soil.
Second, ranching is, apparently, the chief occupation in the
scheduled areas of medium rainfall* Some of the dangers met here are
those of parasites, water limitations, and thorn bush encroachment* T©
control these hazards, requires a large budgetary expenditure* Hence
efficiency here is practically determined by the scale of operation and
managerial ability* Where operations are on large scale and management
is good, impressive results may be achieved in stock enterprise.
Third, a recent development in Kenya's agriculture which may be
considered a problem to the scheduled areas has been the introduction of a
settlement scheme aimed at placing successful African farmers on land
formerly owned by Europeans in what was ©nee termed the "Kenya Highlands*"
First, a problem rose with failure to determine the successful African
farmers; Apparently, several refused to abdicate their tribal lands for
any other place. Then also there was fear that the African farmers could
not change from their way of subsistence farming'* Second, the Kenya
Government found it difficult to raise sufficient funds to assist in
settling the willing African farmers in the newly opened Kenya Highlands*
With regard to funds, the Kenya Digest reported that the British
House of Commons had announced that grants and loans for up t© §.12,800,000
to finance the settlement scheme had been agreed upon by the British
Government which brought its total contribution towards the settlement
scheme to !l9,£00,000* Under this scheme it was also hoped within five
years to settle up to 70,000 African families on a total of 1,500,000 acres*
-27-
The balance of the funds for the scheme was to be obtained from Kenya's
other development resources, including loans promised by the World
Bank, the Commonwealth Development Corporation and the German Federal
Republic"*!
In the overall, the settlement scheme for the African farming
families is a thoughtful approach in terms of redistributing Kenya's
fertile land to relatively efficient eager farmers* For the first time
therefore, the political motives that caused the Colonial Government to
irrationally place the fertile land in the hands of a minority group, has
changed; It should be hoped that the settlement scheme which brings with
it re-allocation of land will result in increased productivity^ for, by &
greater intensity of cropping and cultivation, the small holders would
likely increase production on their holdings over those previously yield
ed by large scale'* Also it is hoped that the already over-populated
non-scheduled areas in some of the African land units and particularly
where disguised unemployments are eminent, will be relieved of the
population pressure by the settlement scheme*
However, one limitation associated to this general implementation
of the scheme is that the deliberate replacement of large scale with small
scale production may cause a waste in capital assets and lead to the
adaption of less efficient forms of production* Consequently, a fall in
production may be -visualized, due to the loss of the benefits of large
scale farming* Again, much will depend on the extent ofth© effort of
^-Public Relation©1 Officer, Kenya Digest, (London, January, 1°63),
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the family, knowledge of good farming practice and government assistance.
It may be necessary that the African settlers should have sufficient
farming experience, or, if not, should receive training before taking up
their farms*
Production and Marketings—Perhaps the next important phase of Kenya's
agricultural development is the marketing programs. The expansion of
agricultural production will depend largely upon an increase in production
for the market* What this exactly means is simply to increase earnings
from a number of primary commodities both at home and in the international
market. If the latter market is to be emphasized, the economic policy
will necessarily be geared to the prospects for world trade in the com
modities which Kenya produces such as e®ffee, tea, pyrethrum or sisal*
The general outlook for international trade for Kenya presents
some obstacles to rapid increase in the level of Kenya's income* Some
of these obstacles have already been stated in the introductory chapter
and are fully discussed in Chapter IV. Nevertheless, it can only be
mentioned here briefly that such obstacles limit the opportunities f©r
enlarging exports of the agricultural commodities under favorable price
conditions.
Confronted with such marketing problems$ perhaps the country
could minimise its losses by one or two ofthe strategies mentioned below".
1'* Diversification of production to avoid over
seas price fluctuations of one exportable
product*
2* Continuation of efforts to strengthen her
trade drive in all markets that are still
accessible*
-2®-
3# Rcploration to be carried oar intensively
of the nearest possible markets, e.g.
Middle East and Africa and the prospects
and requirements fer their development*
A peculiar phenomenon with regard to Kenya's agricultural
marketing programs is the relative lack of minimum private enterprise.
The marketing of staple foodstuffs and major cash crops is organized
through statutory bodies that take delivery of products, distribute them
to processors, hold reserves to meet seasonal shortages and market
surpluses overseas. Rsamples ©f these statutory boards are the Kenya
Meat Comaissioa, Kenya Dairy Board, Pig Industry Board, Coff@© Board,
Coffee Marketing Board, Tea Board, Pyrethrum Board, Sisal Board, Cotton
lint and Seed Marketing Board and the Canning Crops B©ard.l Priees for
major products are fixed by the Minister of Agriculture and the boards
concerned*
Th@ reasons for this kind of arrangement in Kenya's agricultural
marketing may at a glane® critically be questioned as t© whether Kenya is
not likely to accommodate in its economy free enterprise developments.
Hie answer to such a question is well founded in the causes for which
Kenya has not been inclined to adapt free enterprise in relatively larg®
scale. First, the present production of commodities is in the hands ©f
a v&vy large number of small farmers, many of them unused to producing
for the market and therefore a guaranteed market needs t© be assured at
remunerative price levels to provide incentive and t© ensur® the reward
of increasing effort• Second, most of the African products are basic to
^-Ministry ©f CoEsaerc® and Industry; ©p. eit.. p. ©2.
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the diet ©f the local people and in order t© ensure sufficient
supplies at reasonable prises there is need for an efficient system ©f
distribution,
T© fulfil these requirements, apparently a system of organised
marketing strengthening bj governmental regulations eould be essential
if full national objeetives are t© be attained*, Such governmental
regulations d© not nee@ssari.ly hare t© be in inaetment indefinitely, but
it should be hoped that th© government would be flexible t@ reeogniz©
the influx of dynamic ehanges in the eeonewy and accordingly promote
free enterprise in the future.
CHAPTMl III
MHJINQ A!® MANUFACTURING INDUSTRIES
Th© existence of opportunities for industrial investment is
often identified as a requisite to economic growth. Further, indus
trialisation has played a major part in the formation of capital of
aear3or every eeonoa^r that haa grosm rapidly over the past years. Hem®,
If Kenya i. to take off to economic growth, apparent^ she too win haw





the Rift Valley Region being the most valuable'. Far to the Vest, near
the shores of Lake Victoria, th© Maealder-l^rmnssa mines produce copper,
gold and some silver. Als© some poeketsjn various parts of the country




(Figures Rounded in «000)
Minerals 19k6 1956 1957 1958 1959 I960 1961
Asbestos 3,000 k»OOQ 23000 3,000 3,000 5,000
Carbon Diesdd® 1*9,000 1*7,000 U9»00Q 5i,ooo 1*8,000 1*9,000
Copper 390*000 389,000 1*22,000 38U,OOQ onn 1*13,000 31*,000
Diatonite 2,000 96,000 80,000 60,000 ,000 52.000 1*8,000
Gold 2^8,000 173,000 92,000 97,000 lHuOOO 108, 100,000
Graphite 22,000 1*7,000 33,000 28,000
Lime 53,000 82^000 88,000 100,000 ono Mi 106-000
Kynite (Mallite) 9«ooo 15,000 38,000 30,000
Salt 59,000 186*000 179,000 11*7,000 ,noo 167.000 ,000
Soda ash 562,000 M&9Q9.23&S20 1*800,000 JjPQpQO 1^00000
Silver 1,000 7,00© ,000 pOOO ,000
Sources 1961 Bulletin, No. 1, Annual Reports of Mines and Geological
Department-1-
Tabl® number IV shows the fluctuation in the value of some of th@
mineral production for year 191*6, and years 1956-1961. From 191*6 to i960
Economics and Statistics Division of Treasury, op. eit.f p. 71*.
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ther© was a great deal of fluctuation in the production of gold and
copper* This production decreased from about f600,000 in 19k6 to about
1^00,000 in 1961, Th© lowest production was experienced in 195? which
culminated into the closing up of some mines* Though minor discoveries
are reported, it is unlikely that production ®f gold and copper will
mak© significant recovery in the next few years because the e@untry»s
largest mines have been exhausted. Last year (15*63) the Macalder~
Nyanza mines were closing down because they provided only smaU
quantities of gold and copper while the production costs were high,!
On the other hand, the main caus© of the failure in gold and copper
raining in Maealder-Nyanza appeared to be a financial one* According to
reports from the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development,
financial results of the operation have been so unsatisfactory that the
Colonial Development Corporation has written off |3 million of its
investment*2
Despite the foregoing, th® Kenya Government should maintain
positive policies towards the mineral sector of the economy. These
policies should include Government's continued efforts to encourage
search for not only gold and copper but also for petroleum, coal and iron*
The last thret, have been spotted recently in the Northern Frontier,
Coast and around Lake Victoria respectively* Further, the Government
should ecpand the Mines Department by employing more highly trained
^Association of Chambers of Commerce and Industries, ep*cit.,
p* 97* eel. 3.
^International Bank for Reconstruction and Development, op, eit,
p* 12*6".
teehnieal personnel and eneourag®, as well as provide, financial support
to interested prospectors within or outside th© country* Thus, with
technical skill, th© discovery ©f basic minerals and the financial
assistance and encouragement from the government, Kenya would be in a
position to accelerate its industrial development. 3-
Recent Manufacturing Developments*--Before the Sesend World War there
was little industrial development in Kenya, apart fron the processing of
local crops such as coffee, sisal, pyrethrum, wheat, sugar cane and
maiaej and some old-established undertakings such as the manufacture of
sodium carbonate and wattle extracts and the production of gold* Th@r@
were also sm& snail factories engaged in light repairs and manufacture,
which had been developed t@ meet local requirement®•
The Second World War clearly gave an impetus to manufacturing
industry based on raw materials, and during the war years Kenya
developed many industries to provide articles to replace goods which
could no longer be imported owing t© long hauls and shortage of shipping,
especially when the Mediterranean zone was infected by war* Since the
war, the expanding eeonomy and markets of Kenya have encouraged the fur
ther development of secondary industries based on both local and imported
raw materials* Secondary industries are those which cover manufacturing
production, building and public works construction, mining and ©Isetrie
power pr©duetim*2
., p. k6»
^Harvey leibenstein, Economic Backwardness and Economic Growth,
(lew York, 2$$1)9 p. B% _ —
The extent of industrial development in Kenya is shown by the
fact that th® contribution by manufacturing industry to net domestic
products increased from 3*£ per eent in 19k7 to 13.8 per cent in 1958,1
In other words, during th® same period* while the domestic income has
increased 3*3 times* the contribution by manufacturing industry has
increased $»h times *2
In th© last decade the value of manufacturing output, at current
prices* has risen somewhat less than 5 per cent a year* from It.?*!* Milieu
to §22«7 million in l?6l« But since 195B employment and investment in
manufacturing have been much reduced* from a peak figure of $7*000 in 1957
to h2f$QQ by the middle ©f l?6lj at that time manufacturing provided about
7 per eent of the total employment in Kenya*3
Information about the structure and production of manufacturing
industry in Kenya is not complete* The last census of industrial
production was taken in 1$>7* Table V summarizes the results of the
census of manufacturing establishments by principal industrial groups*
As table V shows* manufacturing industry in Kenya is principally
engaged in the production of agricultural products for export* There
are also some establishments £@c the repair of machinery and equipment*
but industries manufacturing capital goods are of little importance.
^Ministry ©f Coraaeree and Industry* op* eit»a p"» 22»
p, 2i;















































































Soure®s Kenya Surrey ©f Industrial Produetion, 1957,1
p, th@ struetur® of maaufaeturing industry shewi a
preponderance of small plants (Table V)~, Nearly 60 per cent of the
establishments in 1957 employed less than 20 people* This is probably
bteamse repairs ar© included in the definition of aaiiufaeturing*
Evidently the potential for industrial development in Kenya is
limited at the outset by tike small extent of the country's presently
known natural resources. The available raw materials are mostly primary
agricultural products which, though requiring processing for market do
- "'■EeonoiBieg and Statistics Division ©f Treasury, op. cit.., p. 8l«
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not offer known prospects for any major new industrial developments,
and though explorations1 for minerals continue* prospecting so far has
mot opened the possibility of establishing any large metal or chemical
industries. Power would stimulate major industrial developments but
Kenya has no coal and its water resources d@ not show any potentiality
as source of ehe*p power*
Some other factors affeeting the growth of manufacturing in
Kenya such as the problem of investment in industry, laek of middle-
income group and problems @f market for manufactured goods are discussed,
later in the chapter*
Industrial Investment s~-gompl®t® estimates of investment in manu
facturing industry ar@ not available, but expenditure on n®w machinery
and equipment and commercial vehicles (Table V) by the private sector has
fallen from If million in 19$7 to .£.7*5 million in 1^6l.g
However, g&mmm&vb finance for industrial development in Kenya
is provided by the Industrial Development Committee whi@h was established
by th® Industrial Development Ordinane® of 19$k t@ facilitate the
industrial and economic development in the country by the initiation,
assistance or expansion of industrial and commercial enterprises*^
Th© corporation is financed by government loans. In I960 its
aIbid.a p. 350.
^Ministry of Comere® and Industry, op, cit,_, p. 18.
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investmsats were distributed between hotels, soap makers and coastal
fishing enterprise and in 1961 it mad® further loans to undertakings
engaged in making buttons, and cashew nut processing and it increased its
investments in the hotel business*1
The major criticism here, however, is that the corporation has
not giv©a funds to the food processing establishments which fora the
larger percentage of the total industrial production of this country*
Presumably, funds have been diverted t© uaneeess&ry projects, Kenya
being predominantly an agricultural country,2 larger investment funds
should be directed towards developing major food processing industries
such as the production of sugar, coffee, tea and pyrethrum - so that the
increased output of these industries may provide the basis for an
expansion of the economy as a whole* In addition to this Bauer emphasises
that,
"Agricultural production for th@ market in the
early stages of development usually assists
industrialisation •«* by generating incomes and
thereby providing a market for manufacture •••
promoting the accumulation of private and public
capital, and by promoting the development of •••
attitude appropriate t© a money economy*"3
An industrial organization can play an important part in
prompting the development of manufacturing industry in Kenya. Local
industrialists with sound projects may have difficulty in obtaining
■'■International Bank for Reconstruction and Developments op, cit..
p. 167. -* "
^ p. 1.
*P* T* Bauera Econoado Analysis and Policy in Underdeveloped
Countries, (London, l$5i), p* IOj.*' """""""
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suffieient funds* A central organization could not only help in this
respect by providing funds itself, but could also encourage the supply of
funds from outside* Such an organization would need to appraise adequate
ly projects submitted to it* Its investments should be well placed, and
resources provided for the organization should be justified on grounds of
general priority.
The Middle-Income Group:--Although the middle-income group would
normally be a source of investment capital, the productive structure of
Kenya is such that there does not exist a very large middle-income group*
This lack of the middle-income group means also lack of entrepreneurship*
According to Bach,
"•••an entrepreneurial class is vital to the
take-off from a traditional, village society
into sustained economic growth* Unless the
government is to manage all activity, there
must be individuals who take leadership in
establishing enterprises, who see potential
gains in taking risks, who manage t© mobilize
small amounts of capital, who have the energy
and drive to push ahead through difficulties
and to organize the work of others»n3.
Apparently, the entrepreneurial efforts that might exist in these
poor countries tend to be used in the other sectors of the economy (other
than in manufacturing) where the market demands are better established*
Even those of the middle-income group who might be found in Kenya,
have their efforts limited by the difficulties of securing funds for
investment purposes* In Kenya, a person may save only enough to start a
business with low capital requirements* let, in order to reach an
Bach, op* cit*» p* ?3£*
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efficient productive level, a manufacturing enterprise would certainly
need a sizable capital outlay* It is therefore unlikely that the small
businessman in Kenya can afford to build factories requiring a large
capital outlay* As.a matter of fact, the small factories they might be
able to establish at home may not in the future stand competition front
similar factories established overseas with larger capital investments*
Furthers the degree @f technical and managerial skills required
prohibit putting up a large-scale manufacturing industry* The potential
entrepreneurs can hardly secure any of these factors sufficiently la
Kenya* Evidently the country also, does not have the specialized
financial, technical aM marketing institutions and services which are
necessary to support large manufacturing activities"* Until recently,
some capital manufacturing skills have been provided by European
settlers and Asian immigrants'* The African population is now in
transition to acquire some industrial skills'* It is hoped that education
will help to speed up this transition* Therefore, it may be well worth
while that the Kenya Government strengthen and expand training programs.
Market fer manufactured productss-"Undoubtedly» there exist la Kenya
potential markets for goods manufactured in the country* Also there is
a market for the wide range of goods that are now imported* At the
outset it may seem expedient to bar importation of goods which could be
manufactured in the country* However, it could also seam reasonable to
permit importation of goods whose local consumption is so small that th©
cost of manufacture, it the goods were produced in Kenya, would greatly
be above the imported price*
However, the market for Kenya-produced goods begins with the
local population of 8 million people and extends outward through the
port of Mombasa which serves markets along the African Coast and Indian
Ocean* The per capita income level in this market is admittedly low,1
so that there are some industries that could not be profitable establish
ed in Kenya* But though people in Kenya have low incomes, they offer in
the aggregate a substantial market for some products, e*g« cotton
textile* The relevant factors are the size of the market in relation to
the output of factories operating on efficient scale and there will be
some scope for expansion of some form of manufacturing.
Government and Private entregpeneurships"—Often a question arises with
regard to whether the government or private entrepreneurship should dictate
the development programs'* Apparently, there are differences of opinions
about the extent to which government interference in a country*s develop
ment should go. "Socialists believe nationalisation is superior to
competitions they contend that allocation of output to the best qualified
plant will both reduce current costs and, of most immediate concern, make
for more rapid innovation and development"*11^ Others who hold contrary
views* would advocate a gore gradual approach which places little if any
emphasis on deliberate industrialization, limits the degree of specific
planning; relies on the market mechanism and private efforts and
approaches development in a step-by-step fashiaa*
p* 10,
2Henry Villard, Economic Development^ (New York, 1957)* p« 9$•
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Inasmueh as these opposite views are hard to reconcile, this
thesis does not intent either t© reconcile them or evaluate ©n® over the
©ther* It is, rather, the opinion of the writer that Kenya's own
experience should decide where to draw the line between its public sector
and its private sector taking into account th@ objectives, sequence and
rate of growth; its particular economic circumstances and the strength
of its administrative government* But those who attempt to draw a line
of decision like Bueknanan and EUis assert that,
"•••cooperative storage, finane® and marketing
are the only guarantees that the native producer
shall net receive & price so low as to preclude
him from any gain in the level of living»nl
The recent Kenya Government policy, evidently, has been to
encourage by all reasonable means the development of private industry*
The chief mechanisms through which this policy has been implemented
include industrial licencing and drawback system,2
The Kenya government refunds all or part of the customs duty
paid by industrialists on raw materials'* The duty is paid at the time
of importation and, after the goods have been used, the manufacturer can
claim a refund or drawback payments from the government* This policy,
however, has some eoatributive effect upon the country's industrial
development for it rates the raw materials duty-free in the tariff and
also it does not load costs of production with import duties*
When the raw materials are produced advantageously in Kenya, this
government should continuously encourage the local industrialists to us©
%oman S» Bueknanan and Howard S* Ellis, Approaches te Eeoncmie
Developments (New York, 1955), p* 272*
2
Ministry of Commerce and Industry, op* eit»a p* 29*
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th® leeal materials* Otherwise, the government could levy duties on
similar imported raw materials if the local industrialists are attracted
to outside supplies due, perhaps, to abundance of such raw materials
selling at lew prices* Exception could be made for a manufacturer which
makes a significant contribution by refunding the owners sums paid in
import duties on raw materials used*
Assitanee to manufacturing in Kenya has also taken th© form of
making some industrial production subject to license. At the end of
I960 sane groups of industries had been licenced* These were cotton,
woolen and synthetic textiles, steel drums, glassware and metal window
and frames*^ But since some industries such as cement, beer and soft
drinks were started without licensing, the value of industrial
licensing may not promote growth of industries in Kenya* All it does
is limit competition among the local manufacturers* It may be
abolished*
In concluding this chapter, it may be said that the expansion
of manufacturing in Kenya, as of agriculture, depends partly on the
establishment of a favorable climate for investment* Government
assistance is also required to aid the growth of industries which
could well b© located in Kenya.
Tbid., p* 30*
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rise ©r imports must fall in order for Kenya to improve its
Balance of Payments Disequilibrium* And in order to increase exports
over imports, this country's available investment must be directed t@
productive prospects.
The import and export items that g© to make Kenya's list of
external trade balance are shown in Table VI. Here the import @f goods
into Kenya fluctuated between 19$$ and i960 while retaining an average
value of about 1.70 million* The total domestic exports increased from
£2$ million in 1955 to 135 million in I960, But the country still had
a deficit visible balance which deereased from! ii3 million to 129 million
in the um@ periods* Apparently, the improvement on this Balance of
Payments Disequilibrium was brought about by reduction in goods imported
by the government and also in the reduction in the importation of gold*
Perhaps in the future the government may restriet importation of commercial
commodities since every year the value of imported commodities are twiee
greater than that of domestic exported ecmmoditieso In so doing, the
Balance of Payments Disequilibrium may be further improved*
Kenya imports large quantities of producer's goods} industrial,
transportation and agricultural machinery and materials as shown in
Table VII* The proportion of thsse imports has increased since 1°5>7#
and this is significant for Kenya's economic development because the
country has turned onto investing on producer's goods*
TABLE VI















































































Source: Annual Trad® Report*!
Kenya pays for its imports mostly by exporting a variety of its
agricultural products* The value of exports is currently spread over
several agricultural commodities, the major ones being coffee, tea, and
pyrethrunu Minerals have also contributed about 5 per cent of nearly
all exports until i960 as shown in Tabl® VIII, Over the last k years
and until i960, exports grew steadily almost doubling the 1957 vain®*
Also shown in Table VIII is the predominance cf coffee export
value whieh has contributed earnings of about 10 million or about
"Economise and Statisties Division of the Treasury,
/
TABIS VII







Crude materials except fuel
Animal and Vegetable Oils & Fats
Chemicals
Manufactured goods




















































Source: Annual Trade Reports»1
30 per eent of total export from 1957 to i960; Sisal exports provided
about £ It millioa or about 12 per e®nt of th© total in the same peri@d»
Exports of several other crops increased in value, notably tea and
pyrethrura together aecquated for about £j miUiea or 20 per eent of
export earnings in that same period* Whereas a sharp rise occurred
ia meat prediction, fluctuation inhabited a variety of other products
including hides and skins, wattle bark extracts and sodium carbonate*
There have oeeurrad, however, market shifts in markets for
Kenya»s exports and imports. Especially, there has been a fall in
the proportion of trade between this country and other British



































































Source i Annual Trade Reports,1
sterling area countries took about 2? per cent of Kenya's exportsj in
I960 only 21* per cent. Much of this decline is accounted fer by trad®
with the United Kingdom whose share was reduced from about 22 per cent
of all exports in 1957 to about 20 per cent in I960*
On the other hand, trMe with countries of the European
Economic Community (E«E«C«) and those of the Middle East and Japan
increased considerably for some commodities* The E«E.G» countries
provided an expanding market for Kenya's exports as far back as 1957*
Of these countries West Germany i@ the leading customer for Kenya's
exports. Exports to Japan grew steadily over the deead® as restrictions
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Source: Annual Trad© Reports#*
pe» eeat <a£ fe©th exports mad imports and by I960, thiis figw®
r©se t© about h per eent«
Others increasing their trade to Kenja iaeltid© three East
African territories, namelyi Uganda, Tanga^ika aad Zamibar9 Trad©
between Kenya and these eountri.©^ is carried on a rariety of pro@@s@@d
agrieultttral goods and light aiaaTrfaetar®§ in which production hai
reaehed a degree ©f territorial, specialization; Thu© th© pattern @f
trading relationships betw@«. Kenya and the three East African
territories has offered th® possibility f@r both a more a rapid aad a
mere diversified expansion of production than a complete reliance ©a
1Xbid»f p'. 35".
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the country1® domestic markets for primary easameditits. Even mor©
significant is that the resulting surplus from this inter-territorial
trade has helped Kenya t© meet the deficit^- it has incurred from
international trade*
It is hoped however that, this country will continue to look
fear new markets overseas for its ©sports. Further, it may also continue
to concentrate on producing for exports, coamodities that it has some
comparative advantage ia producing, sueh as coffee, tea and pyrethrum.
With market expansion and increasing production of exportable
conditions, Kenya should be in a position to improve its Balance of
Payments Disequilibrium.
The Currency System?~-The last Afriean Currency Board provides for
and controls th© supply of currency to Kenya and the neighbouring East
African countries, namelys Uganda, Tanganyika and Zanzibar*
The Board has an obligation to issue its currency, the East
Afriean shilling, on demand by any person against the delivery of
sterling in London at a fixed rate of exchange (EA. Shs. 20 u£l)%
subject to a commission charge* To avoid direct dealing nith the
public, it fixes a minimum limit of value for transaction at a large
figure* Hence applications for issue and redemption of currency are
made only by the commercial banks* A cushion against short-term
^Ministry of Commerce and Industry, op* cit«a p* 8l«
fluctuations in demand for sterling is provided by virtue of the fact
that most commercial banks in Kenya are branches of London banks. Thus
the reserves of Kenya's bank are available in. London.
Public confidence in the Board's ability to meet demands for
conversion into sterling rests on the extent to which its currency
liabilities are covered by external assets* Most of its asset© are
short - and medium-term securities, redeemable in less than five
yearsA Perhaps, to preserve the liquidity of the currency, the Board
should continue to concentrate its investments in short - and
medium-term securities. Liquidity of the Board's assets is important
because of the need to maintain a strong currency in time of
uncertainty about Kenya's political future and also because of the
possibility of government considering to raise developmental capital.
On® advantage of the Currency Board mechanism is that it
adjusts external payments* Since most imported goods are paid for in
sterling, a deficit of payments would be reflected in an excessive
demand for sterling* The Currency Board would meet this demand by
selling sterling assets, and currency in circulation would decline by
a corresponding amount* This fall in circulation, in turn would have
a parallel effect on purchasing power and also on demand for imports*
In developed countries as the U.S.A. and Great Britain, central
banks exert their influence on the total flow of credit and money in
the economy which might promote growth over a long term and stabilize
LIbid.a p. 82.
income over a short tern. The amount of credit the commercial banks
may extend to the public through loans and investment, is influenced
in three wayss (a) Central banks may hold or control the reserves of
the commercial banks, (b) by changing the basic rat® of interest at
which it supplies short-term funds t© commercial bank and (e) by taying
©r selling government securities*
In Kenya, a different picture is obtained with regard t©
monetary management* The supply ©f credit eamnot be increased indis
criminately without generating pressures of demand to which this country^
supply cannot quickly respond* Hence, expanded purchasing poorer would
likely lead either to an increase in imports and a drain on reserves, or
to price inflation and rising money costs in the domestic economy.
However, a central bank could be a source of expert advice to
Kenya Government on financial policy* A central bank could help in
raising of loan funds for governmental purposes*
Nevertheless, it may be hoped that the Currency Board will
assume a wider role in banking matters in Kenya for some tim© to come*
eternal Finance t^Kenya must rely on foreigncapital f©r investment
purposes for the major reason that there is insufficient domestic
saving* Thus th® inflow of foreign capital provides this country with
the means to acquire local resources for development purposes and also
supplies her with foreign exchange for importing necessary materials
and equipment directly needed for development projects*
Kenya derives its external finance both from private and
public sources. The private foreign investment, either in the form
-53-
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©f direct business investment or portfolio investment is comparatively
in small seal®* Currently, publie foreign investment comparing publie
loans and grants from foreign governments and international agencies is
widely used* Perhaps, the main advantage of public foreign investment
to Kenya is that the government uses sueh loans for the country's
overall development program* Further, investment in publie overhead
capital involves such large amounts and so many risks that private
investment cannot be expected to be attracted,,
In the event of borrowing from abroad attention ought to be given
t© the prospects of developing exports to provide the foreign exchange to
cover payments on loans as well as for current requirements of foreign
goods and services* It has been noted earlier in the chapter that this
country has had unfavorable balance of trad® which has been net only in
part by earnings from services provided for the rest of East African
lEconomics and Statistics Division of the Treasury, op» eit<
p, 100.
territories and of course, by capital imports.
As for the present, most ©f Kenya*s public dttot is held
externally as shown in Table X. Hence, past borrowings impose a burden
on foreign exchange resources* Perhaps Kenya should not borrow unless
sh® envisages the possibilities of reducing sciae of this burden during
the next few years. However the existing conditions of low level earn
ings, absence of attractive mineral deposits and advanced agricultural
production benefits from well-founded development projects are likely
to be long-drawn out gather than immediate. Alternately, therefore,













































Sources Kenya Government Appropriation Accounts and Estimates«
llbid«3 p. 97•
period.
Kenya has been able t© borrow from several sources as shewn
in Table XI. In I960 for example, this country raised from London
markets nearly one-half of the total public debt. Since 1957, however,
external loan funds have been obtained almost entirely from govern
ments and international bodies. The principal source ©f loan finance
has become exchequer loans provided by th© United Kingdom (U.K.)
government. The Commonwealth Development Corporation (C.D.C.) and
some loans hav® recently been obtained from the International Bank
for Reconstruction and Development (I.B.R.D.) for agricultural
TABLE XII



















































Sources Kenya Government Appropriation Accounts and Estimates,1
development mainly* The grants from the Colonial Development and
Welfare (C#D»¥«) fundi and to a lesser detent from agencies of the
United States government, all have been used for improving social
services.
Funds included in Development Account (Table XI) are used to
meet th© government expenditure deficit (Table XII), For instance
during th® year lS#o/60 a total of §7,8^,000 raised abroad for
development purposes were a source of income when the government had
a deficit equal to that amount in its expenditure account*
In the final analysis of this chapter it may be added that the
contribution of any kind of foreign investment to Kenya's development
should depend on whether the inflow of capital is accompanied by a
relaxation of domestic saving efforts* If foreign funds are merely
substituted for domestic saving, Kenya's consumption will increase but
there will be no increase in the rat© of capital accumulation. Thus,
th© effectiveness of foreign investment will depend basically en
Kenya's domestic policies designed to withhold resources from immediate
consumptions to direct them into capital formation* In addition to
this fact, the Kenya Government nust restore order and confidence in
the country to attract foreign investments*
CHAFFER 7
LABOUR FORCE
Economists have often asserted that poor countries haw economi
cally backward population® in the sense that the quality ©f people as
productive agents is lm» Instead of acquiring the greatest possible
control over their physical environment, the people have let nature
control their destinies* They have been unsuccessful in solving the
economic problems of man's conquest of his material environment*
Particular manifestations ©f this are low labour efficiency, economic
ignorance and limited specialisation in occupations and in trade* The
low labour efficiency, apparently, stems from lack of education and
training and obstacles to occupational mobility.
In this chapter, discussion is mainly on the labour force,
employment and labour organizations in Kenya« Therefor©, attention ie
first turned to a more direct look at Kenya's labour force and 8©me
problems of utilising it'«
Labour foree and Employment 8-»Histori©allyj the growth of modem
labour force in Kenya has been a gradual process and evidently it is
still ■underway* The coming of immigrant races, however, marked the
beginning of m organised employment and the introduction of
individualism as contrasted to communal production and traditional
collectivism.
Soon after World War II, Africans became organised workers and
wage-earners m European plantation and in few scattered manufacturing
establishments in the towns. Thus the values which tended to B&niraig©
the importance of economic incentive, material rewards, independent
national calculations and little belief in man's power over nature
were gradually overcome and today the orientation is rapidly inclined
towards monetary nexus*
By June, l£6l the employed population outside traditional
economy Kenya was 589,391 persons ©f all races, ©£ whan 529,386 (90 per
ecat) wer© Africans, 37,821 (6 per oent) Asians, and 22,l81j. (h per e©nt)
European®! h3 per eent of aH thos© in m$lepm& were engaged ia
agriculture and livestoek preduetien and in addition, between 3,000 and
3,500 Europeans were self-employed farmers, while the great majority of
Afrieans ©ther than th@s@ in emplesyiasnt, f©llowed agricultural pursuits
of ©ne WLnd or anoth@r«l
The distribution of workers between the major industries ia
given in Table Xin.
Europeans are mainly employed in public sendees, in agricultw©
and at the higher levels in eoremeree and the manufacturing industries,
while Asians are also extensively employed in industry, commerce and
public services. Africans in th© main provide th® unskilled labour
foree, although an increasing masber, are acquiring industrial skills
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Sources Commerce and Industry in Kenya,
As far back as i960 labour supply has greatly exceeded its
demand, and it ha® become clear that unemployment in the wage-earning
sector of the @e©noi»Br has rapidly become a major problem. Several
causes have aggravated th® situation^ The Labour Department Annual
Report of that year, for example stated some of these causes as hav©
"men the revocation .of the Emergency restrictive legislation after
the ©nd of the Mau Man revolt eawing an influx of Kikuyu Embu and
M©ru tribes int© Nairobi aad farming areas ©f the Rift Valley and,
secondly, the continued failure ©f th© rains and th© widespread drought
drew many subsistence farmers into the towns and European faming areas
LIbid«, 72.
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in search of wage-earning employment«1
The general concern fait airer unemployment led the Government,
early in the year l°60, t© appoint Mri A.C Dalgleish t© carry out a
survey of unemployment* His report was published in conjunction with
a Sessional Paper on Ufaeinple^ment (No. 10 of 193>°/6O),2 Th® Sessional
Paper revealed that unemployment had its root in uBderdevelopmerat, and
that this unemployment was chronic rather than eyeliealf it was not
generally speaking, amenable to solution by short-term measures. In
this paper Me*; Dalgleish proposed that in the ftrtmre* proposals for
short-term waemployment relief projeete should be dealt with by th®
Government's Development Committees'*
Perhaps the cause f©r tmemployment in Kenya may also foe
stapiarised as the consequence of the system ©f the African subsistene©
farming which hinder® the full development of agriculture and the
disparity between the increasing demand for wag@«-@mpl©yaient and the
limited expansion of jobs for largely unsMlled workers'*
Solutions t© ease the conditions of unemployment as this are
not easy to finde First, the task of selecting areas, people and
industries that are subject to hardships as a result of the d@eHn® in
ec©n«ie activity is very complicated* Second, the financial resources
of the Government are very limited so that to support relief schemes
would require diversion of funds from other projects1. Hgou, however,
discusses some of the solutions for unemployment in his writing.
^Colony and Protectorate of Kenya, Labour Department Annual
Reports I960, (Nairobi, io60), p. 2?»
2Ibid., p. k«
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MThere are thus available two main types of
remedy for unemployment: Those that seek t©
diminish the number of men to retire on
pensions, by raising the school age —, and
those that seek to increase the number of
persons employed.m1
Evidently, increasing lay-off® in Kenya have recently led to
labour strikes and work stoppages, particularly in the agricultural and
manufacturing industries of this country. For example during i960, the
number of trade disputes resulting in stoppages of work reached th®
exeeptieaaUy high figure of 232j these involved a total of 72,£U£
workers and the loss of 757*860 man-days,2 The distribution of trade
disputes by industries is given in Table XI?; More than half the dis
putes (122) occurred in agricultural undertakings, mainly coffee
estates in Central Regions This large number of stoppages in agriculture
was due, perhaps, partly t@ the advent of trade unionism and partly t@
the relaxation of Emergency restrictions, which served to give rise to
a new spirit of militancy among workers«
The Trade Unionss—ffhe rising tide ©f trade union activity in Kenya
has been rapid in the recent times. This rise has been caused mainly
by the desire on the part of the African workers in the urban industrial
centers, for high wages and better conditions of works The year I960
saw further extension of trade union organization in the agricultural
and plantation industries'* The total number ©f registered trad® unions
at the end of that year was 61, of which US were employee unions and 16
^A* C, Pigou, The Theory of Un®mploymenta (London, 1933), p® 7
^Colony and Protectorate of Kenya| op> eit,9 p« 15«
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Source: Labour Department Annual Report, I960*1
employer unions*^ The large proportion of the employee unions were
affiliated to the Kenya Federation of Labour* The Kenya Trad,® Union
Congress which still existed in opposition to the K*F*L* had only a few
affiliates* Thus, the Kenya Federation of Labour with 28 trade unions
affiliated to it, remained th© dominant employees' organization,
although it was not without its own internal problems* Dissention
within the K*F*L* arose mainly over its association with the International
Confederation of Free Trad© Unions (I«C*F*T.U.), which was creating
difficulties in the K.F.L*»s dealings with th© newly established All
Africa Trade Union Federation (A.A.T.U.F.),
One of the most important development of Labour-employer
1Ibid., p. $9*
2Ibid., p* lit*
relation in Kenya in 1962 was the signing of the Industrial Relations
Charter, The Charter signed in Nairobi on the 15th October, 1962 by
the Government of Kenya, the Federation of Kenya Employers and the
Kenya Federation of Labour laid down the present basis for collective
bargaining and arbitration in trade disputes,,!
Presently there are we than 12f? eensultiv© and negotiatiag
bodies in various industries and a joint industrial council is set up
between the K.F.L. and Kenya Federation of Employees (K.F.E.) to
coordinate these arrangements; Training in industrial relations is
arranged by the Ministry of Labour and by the K*F«L. under the
auspices of the I.G.F.T.U. with which it is affiliated.
let, the increased organisation ©f Industrial relations has not
necessarily, led to a redueed trad© disputes and work st©ppages". After
I960, the number of work stoppages and man-days was lower but the
frequent strikes have continuously disrupted many of Kenya's important
industries* Therefore it is imperative that there should exist
constantly mutual good relation and understanding between unionists and
employers as prerequisite to increasing both domestic and foreign
investment in the country's economy.
Perhaps one of the thorny problems affecting labour-employer
relation in this country is the dispute over the wage-payments* Despite
©eonomie setbacks and unemployment, the upward trend in wage levels has
continued. Trad© Union activity again has constantly influenced wages in
many industries and services. This activity is especially marked in the
^Federation of Kenya Employers, Industrial Relations Charter,
(Nairobi, 1962), p. 1.
urban areas, but also account for wag© increases for workers in general
agriculture'.
At the present, the system of fixed or statutory minimum wage
existing in Kenya consists of two standards, (a) a youth minimum wag©,
applying to anyone under 21 years of ag© and to women, and (b) an
adult minimum wage* The criticism of such a fixed statutory wage
system is that it has not given workers sufficient wages to support
themselves and their families, especially in the urban environment*
Als© judging by the eost of living calculations for minimum wages,
prices affeeting these low income groups rose by 35-20 per cent from
l°J?l4.~lo6l,l and this reduced the rise of average real earnings* Hence,
sine© this average wage level does not yet fulfill the requirements for
a stabilized work fore©, the government should pursue the policy of
raising statutory minimum wages towards a family standard.
The Program of Localizationa--Howevera the coming of independence
to Kenya has been accompanied by even greater desire to substitute
more Africans for expatriates in civil services and other private
employments. Perhaps, and correctly so, this process of substitution
has been known as BlooaHgationea The objective of localization,
apparently is to modify the composition of civil services and other
private occupations to reflect more accurately the proportion of th@
mala racial groups in the population. As part of its early program of
localisation and training, the Kenya Government selected six candidates
■hh® International Bank for Reconstruction and Development,
5eCit», p. 219.
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for scholarships awarded by Pitman's college in the United Kingdom for
training in instructors in shorthand writing and secretarial duties«1
Nevertheless, localization has its problems. Perhaps the tw®
main problems that are likely to appear in the near future are the
distribution of Hadted supply of trained African personnel among
different economic and administrative sectors and failure by African
students to get themselves trained f©r specific positions existing in
Kenya. For eaeample, the Kenya Government, East African Common Service
Qrgaaiaation and th® private enterprises are likely to conrpet© for th©
limited supply of trained personnel. Hence, it would b© undesirable for
the government to claim disproportionately large shares of th© training
facilities or of output of students. Second, many students abroad tend
to prtpar© themselves with trainings that could not qualify them for
job vacancies in Kenya, Perhaps sues students could be provided with
vocational information to help them choos® programs suited t©
opportunities in their country.
Further, in the interim of localizing th© services in Kenya, it
may wen be expedient to retain expatriates as long as would be
necessary for them to impart knowledge and experience to officials soon
to be promoted. Such a retention of the expatriates is merely necessary
for the next few years t© aasur® th© maintenance of standards of
administration upon whieh the development of the country depends a great
deal.
Department of Information, Kenya, Students Newsletter, vol,
7, No", Q, (Nairobi, September 1961), p, 3, col, 3T~"
CHAPTMVI
CONCLUSION
Although widespread agreement may exist with respect to the
general requisites to ©conosni© growth in poor countries, opinion® differ
widely about the relative importance of the various requirements* This
study, however, has attempted to approach this problem through
describing major economic sectors prevalent in Kenya, and which should
receive emphasis in the development programs of that country*
This chapter, therefore, gives a summarised conclusion of the
major recommendations of the requisites contained in the study*
Agricultures—The country's rate of growth and improvement in the
levels of living will continue to depend to a great extent on develop
ment in the agricultural sector* It must, therefore, be accorded the
highest priority in the allocation ©f resources, both financial and
technical,, in the ©ver*all program of development*
Within the agricultural development program the most favourable
economic results will be fertheeaaing from continued development along
the lines set out under the Swynnerton Plan*3- But a real danger comes
from pressure for land settlement in the scheduled areas and uncertainty
about the future among non-African farmers will lead to a decline in




loss could seriously retard the progress of the country as a whol®.
It is hoped, however, that the settlement seh©me will halp to restore
confidence'*
Mining and Mannfaeturinf::—The government's policy towards th©
mineral sector should include training of personnel with high technical
qualifications and encouraging genuine prospectors*
On th© other hand, expectations for the expansion of manu
facturing depend mostly on private initiative but more government
assistance, including finance, is required* Further, the expansion
of manufacturing depends partly on the establishment of a favourable
climate for investment and conditions likely to promote th© maintenance
and further development of production in private hands,
E&teraal Trade and Finances--The most logical policy for Kenya t©
pursue would be to strengthen h@r trad© drive in all accessible markets.
At the present time, Kenya is experiencing a deficit in its
balance of payments. Hence it is very important that this country must
continue to drive for increase in export or decrease in import to
remedy the balance of payment® disequilibrium*
During thtse early days of development, Kenya would t@2j on
foreign capital for investment". It is therefor© necessary that such
funds are directed into capital formation* Further, a thorough re
appraisal ©f government outlays is needed with th© aia of cutting out
non-essential items and those not supporting economic growth,
labour Force^--Programs of training should be accelerated, though
-68-
there will be a continuing need for expatriates in the specialized
posts for the next few years. Also, ther® inevitably will b@
competition for the United supply of trained manpower as localization
progresses. It nay be necessary that the Government does not attempt
to claim a disproportionally large share of the training facilities
and of the output of students".
The conditions of unemployment in the country seems to be
developing to a serious level". A more fruitful way to remove this
burden could be brought about by promoting economic growth. Also the
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